
 

 

 

 

John Park, Head of Business Operations - Freight & Trade Alliance 

(FTA) recently had the opportunity to chat with Nicholas Krilov, Delivery Planning 

Manager SEA & AU | Supply Chain Operations IKEA on how IKEA were 

managing the impacts of COVID-19 on their global operations 

 

1. Nicholas, thank you for taking the time to talk to Across Borders. To start off 
you have been with IKEA now some 6 years can you provide some background 
to your previous roles 
 
I have worked with IKEA for a bit over 6 years now. I started in the stores in Australia, 
working with the warehousing teams and domestic freight operations. I had a passion 
for international freight and IKEA provided the opportunity to join their Supply Chain 
Operations sector. I started to specialise in Transport Operations and more of a 
national scope as Transport Manager. IKEA is usually not thought of from a Supply 
Chain perspective, but this area of the business is really leading the way when it 
comes to innovation and sustainability. It is a pleasure to work for a company with 
clear direction and a people focussed approach.  
 

2. What does your current role of Delivery Planning Manager SEA & AU entail 
 
In my current role, I am responsible for the planning and operations of all our freight 
moving in our SEA and AU markets. This encompasses supplier flow all the way 
through to our Stores. I work with our internal and external partners to secure the 
physical flow of goods for this area, and optimise the operational set-ups we currently 
have. This is especially key given the current Supply Chain disruptions industry is 
facing. The SEA area is very dynamic and encompasses multiple markets for us. 
Aligning processes across such different markets is a unique challenge but also very 
rewarding. 
 

3. How has the pandemic impacted your manufacturing sites in China and other 
Asian countries, for example your ability to source materials and components 
for your products.  
 
The situation is very dynamic, but we’re working hard with our partners to secure 
material availability in a solution-oriented way.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

4. Both availability and capacity of vessels have been impacted and we have seen 
freight rates rise dramatically – can you tell us what steps IKEA has taken to 
continue to service their customers in the European / American and Oceania 
markets.  
 
Since the beginning of the pandemic, we have seen an increased interest in 
improving life at home and demand for IKEA products and we are continuously 
working to improve the availability of our products and the situation looks very 
different between different markets and between different stores within the same 
country. Given the continued volatility and supply chain constraints, we will focus on 
making the products that our customers love and need the most available on every 
market. This means we are making space for our top selling range, increasing 
volumes to create better availability. We will also work with seasonality, securing that 
the most seasonally relevant products are available at IKEA stores and online. We 
are also exploring opportunities to increase our offer of regionally sourced products. 
Meanwhile, we will keep working to mitigate the effects of the global supply chain 
disruptions in our operations.   

    

5. The use of rail into Europe has exploded as a result of the pandemic, do you 
see this as the new “road” into Europe or will sea freight come back into 
favour post pandemic?   
 
Since the outbreak of the pandemic, we have taken many actions and tried out new 
transport solutions to ensure availability of our products, using rail to transport our 
products being one action. It is too early to say how we might use this solution in the 
future.   

 

6. You mention that IKEA has taken to chartering vessels to ensure supply – 
could you see this continuing post pandemic to provide certainty to the IKEA 
supply chain?  
 
Since the outbreak of the pandemic, we have taken many actions and tried out new 
transport solutions to ensure availability of our products. It is too early to say how we 
might use this solution in the future.  

 

7. Nicholas, thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to chat with us, 
to finish off what is your view of when we may see a normalisation of supply / 
capacity and rates etc  
 
Given what we have seen over the past two years, the situation has really highlighted 
areas across the industry that are either up to the challenge of the market pressures, 
or not. The industry by its nature will find a way to supply goods as needed, but as far 
as stability of rates and capacity in the market, it will heavily depend in retail 
sentiment and ongoing pandemic restrictions. Stable retail pre-conditions will have a 
key impact on what we see from a supply chain perspective. 

 


